How To: Burr Holder Replacement

Encore, Virtuoso, Preciso
Time: 2 mins
Difficulty: Easy
Tools/Supplies: Flathead Screwdriver
Parts: Plastic Burr Holder
Additional Resources: How to Video

*** Unplug the grinder from power supply ***

Twist hopper counterclockwise past 40, then lift to remove
Lift and remove black silicone gasket
Lift and remove the ring burr and holder assembly (pictured below)

This photo is an example of one way the burr holder can break
Sheared off burr flange (missing)

Burr flange
Removing burr holder - There are two retaining clips securing the burr holder to the metal ring burr. One must be broken to remove the old burr holder.
Use a flathead screwdriver or a similar tool to apply sideways pressure and break one retaining tab.

Once a retaining tab is broken, the metal will easily separate from the burr holder.

Broken retaining tab
To install the new burr holder: Slide one of the rounded edges of the metal ring burr under one of the retaining clips.

Metal ring burr is resting on top of retaining clip.

Squeeze the parts together hard to snap the second retaining clip over the metal ring burr.
When reassembling, the red tab **must** be near the front right of the machine and line up with the rectangular “5 o’clock alignment cutout”.

---

**Red Alignment Tab**

**5 o’clock Alignment Cutout**

**Grind Setting 30**

**FRONT OF MACHINE**

---

*End*